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Are You Talking to Me?
Everyone is entitled to an opinion, but
there are limits to how far team members
can take their opinions. All too often,
team members forget to encourage a
healthy dialogue among team members
and conversations become debates of one
idea versus another. Taken to the extreme, they can dominate the discussion, as each proponent hopes
to gain support from the majority.
In his groundbreaking book
The Fifth Discipline: The Art
and Practice of the Learning
Organization, Peter Senge
makes a powerful distinction
between dialogue and discussion:
In a discussion, opposing
views are presented and defended, and the team searches
for the best view to help make a team decision. People in a discussion want their
own views to be accepted by the group.
The emphasis is on winning rather than on
learning.
In dialogue, people freely and creatively explore issues, listen deeply to each

other and suspend their own views in
search of the truth. People in a dialogue have access to a larger pool of
knowledge than any one person enjoys.
The primary purpose is to enlarge ideas,
not to diminish them. It’s not about
winning acceptance of your viewpoint,
but exploring every option and
agreeing to do what is
right.
Dialogue helps teams to
open closed subjects, remove blocks to communication and heal rifts. To
build a climate that supports dialogue:
Ask Questions. Clarify
what others are saying and
ask others if they understand what you are saying.
Make Suggestions.

Build on your teammates’ ideas. Acknowledge their contributions and integrate their ideas into your suggestions.
Encourage Others. Not only have
the courage to express your opinions,
but the consideration
(cont’d on p. 2)

Get on the Bus!
I recently had the opportunity to listen to Jim Collins, author of Good to Great and
Built to Last. In a rare public appearance, Collins shared his perspective of what it takes
to get “the right people on the bus.” Here’s a synopsis of Collins’ answers :
First Who. As part of the leadership team, you should spend over 50% of your time
obsessing about the “who”. If 100% of the key seats on your bus are not filled (or are
occupied by the wrong people), you should spend even more time obsessing about
“who”. (BTW, not all seats are key!)
Cut Your Losses. Good to Great companies do NOT have a perfect hiring rate;
however, they correct their mistakes quickly. They perpetuate their good decisions for a
long time, promoting from within because insiders correlate to better performance.
Right Fit. Right people fit with the core values. They can articulate them, model
them, and are willing to spread them. Find people with a predisposition to your core
values, build a culture that embodies those values and eject those who don’t fit in like
an antibody.
It’s not a Job; it’s a Responsibility. Right people do not
need to be tightly
managed; they are given responsibilities vs. a “job”.
1 (continued on p. 2)
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Team Energizers
An icebreaker or “warm-up”
is a wonderful technique to kick
off a meeting. If done properly,
these team activities create an
energizing environment, enhance
the team’s work, get people
talking and get them to learn
something new about each other.
Make It Quick. Especially the
first few times you do a team
activity, make sure it lasts only a
few minutes.
Involve Everyone. This means
no wallflowers! Everyone has
something to do or is expected to
contribute.
Make It Okay To Pass if they
really don’t want to participate.
Tie It To The Team. Introduce
the icebreaker, why you chose
that activity, and what the
benefits are.
Be Prepared. Bring instructions,
handouts or supplies with you.
Keep It Lively. Enjoy yourself!
You can find specific ideas in our
book, Team Energizers, available at
www.ExtraodinaryTeam.com
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Dialogue & Discussion

(continued from page 1)

to listen to others. Make it a point to encourage others to contribute one idea before the
team makes suggestions.
Ask for Feedback. Ask others what they think of your ideas and give constructive
feedback on other people’s ideas.
Look for Common Ground. As people share and build on their ideas, look beyond
the positions to the deeper issues. Identify areas of agreement or “common ground” to
serve as a foundation for positive discussion.
Teams must balance dialogue with useful discussion. In dialogue, different views are
explored. In a healthy discussion that follows, those different views easily converge into a
common decision about the right action to take.

The Right People on the Bus

(continued from page 1)

For example, take a look at an air traffic controller: Would you rather have the job to
direct air traffic or the responsibility to land planes safely? If they are managed tightly,
then you have probably built a highly bureaucratic system with lots of controls.
Who’s on the Priority List? When you look at your priority list, are you asking,
“What needs to be done?” You really should be asking “who should be on this” rather than
“what needs to be done.”
Integrity. Right people do what they say they are going to do. As such, they are
careful with what they will commit to because they have a 100% completion rate.
Window/Mirror Thinking. Right people point out the success factors in others when
things go well. When things go badly, they stand in front of the mirror and don’t pin the
blame on external circumstances.
Passion. Right people truly have a passion for the company and what it does. It’s
hard to do something great without passion.
If you are having a hard time filling the seats on your bus, ask yourself, “Do you have
a seat problem or a bus problem? You have a bus problem if you see these markers:
♦Team members focus more on what they will get rather than how they contribute
♦You see the rise of bureaucracy over individual accountability
♦You start losing people you do not want to lose
♦You grow faster than the team is prepared for
Collins said, “Building greatness is a cumulative process. It’s a flywheel, not one
magical moment. Even though on the outside, it looks instantaneous, inside it feels like
years….First, find the right people and fill in the key seats. Put ‘who’ before strategy.”

What’s New at QPC Inc.
I can’t believe it’s already 2008! Snow is on the ground and I am
thinking warm thoughts….Scottsdale, Arizona actually. While Washington DC is a lovely city, I am looking at moving to warmer climes later
this year. Drop me a note if you have any lessons learned or suggestions
as I venture forth!
As I reflect on the past 13 years of publishing this newsletter, I
thought it might be fun to have a “best of” edition. Hope you enjoy
my selections—it was so hard to choose! If you like what you see,
sign up for your free electronic copy on my website,
www.ExtraordinaryTeam.com.
Kristin
Kristin Arnold, MBA, CMC, CPF, CSP

Master Facilitator and Executive Team Specialist
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Howzitgoing?
Every team needs a visual scoreboard that tracks how well they
are doing. Using the team’s mission statement, the team should
have a few metrics that indicate team success and progress. Just
like the gauges on your car tell you critical information, your
team’s dashboard lets the team know how they are doing.
Trend Chart. The most common gauge teams use is the trend
chart where the horizontal axis is a unit of time
(hour, day, week, month, quarter or year). The
vertical axis is some unit of productivity or costs.
Make sure the team includes a vertical line indicating the team’s “goal.” As the team tracks progress over time, connect the dots to see the trend
going up or down. See how far (or close) you are to the goal!
If you know the industry standard or
“benchmark” (usually obtained by your industry trade
association), you can include a vertical line indicating
how well you are doing with respect to your competitors.
Thermometer. Another common gauge is the
thermometer. Popular with fund-raising drives, the
thermometer shows a quantity in comparison to the total goal.
Idiot Lights. When displaying a category of information
(e.g. good, average, bad), a simple status light might be
helpful. (In my family, they are called “idiot lights” because you should check the engine when the “check engine light” comes on!) Green, Yellow and Red are universal colors that symbolize go, proceed with caution and
stop!

Gas Gauge. Similar to the idiot lights, your
dashboard may also have a gas
gauge to indicate whether you
are full, on track, or approaching empty.
Clock. Many teams are chartered to accomplish
a specific result within a specific period of time. The
“clock” charts the passing of time,
making sure you hit critical milestones. Permanent teams, on the
other hand, have a greater challenge; they get stale over time. So
set the “clock” to arbitrary threemonth intervals. At least every three months, the
team should get a shot of “vitamin team” by doing
something to re-energize and motivate the team.
Digital or Analog? The key to updating the
dashboard is to make the process easy so it gets updated regularly. Some organizations have system
applications that compile and post the data to an
intranet site. More often then not, someone has to
physically collect the data and post it for all to see.
Make sure there is clear accountability for who will
post the numbers and how often. Keep in mind, people do take vacations, so have a trustworthy backup
to post the numbers for all to see team progress.

Practical Team Activities: The Hats We Wear
The Hats We Wear
To demonstrate the concept of informal
roles and the impact on team dynamics
Time: 30 minutes
Nr. of Participants: 6 or more people
Materials: Five baseball caps with the

following printed on the front of each:
Obey me; Ask my opinion; Ask my opinion,
but ignore it; Ignore me; Laugh at me

Begin with a list of approximately ten
items that need to be prioritized. Note:
you may have to put together a list, based
on previous team discussions, but make
sure that the list is meaningful and relevant to the team.
Ask the team members to individually
rank the importance of each item from one
to ten with one being the most important
and ten being the least important.
When the team members have completed their individual rankings, ask for

six volunteers. Ask them to bring their
chairs and sit in the center of the team.
Ask those who remain to be process observers and watch how this team of six
individuals accomplishes its task.
Ask the team of six, “Please reach
agreement on the priority of the listed
items. You have ten minutes to accomplish this task. However, before you
start, you must follow a few ground rules.
I have six hats that I will place on your
head. Please do not take them off until I
tell you that you can. For those of you
who are looking at these hats, please follow the instructions to whatever extent
you choose. Process Observers – please
watch how the team achieves its objective. You have ten minutes.”
The team will be very uncomfortable
and probably ask you for clarification.
Simply repeat the
ground rules.
After ten min3 utes, if the team

has not finished, allow 30 seconds to finish. (Note, do NOT let them look at their
hats!)
After the group has prioritized the list,
ask for the “final product/list” that the
team agrees to.
Ask the team member with the loudest
complaint what they don’t like about it.
Individually debrief each team member
wearing a hat without letting them look at
the hats until they have a good idea.
Save the team member wearing the hat
with nothing printed on it for last. This
team member will think that there is
something on it - reemphasizing the point
that we all come together with “hats” on.
Debrief the entire team.
Check out 50 other activities from Kristin’s
book, Team Energizers.
You can find this book at
www.ExtraordinaryTeam.com
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From Kristin’s Bookshelf
Ever wonder why you can be intrigued with a 90-minute movie with little relevance
to your daily life and be completely bored to death by a workplace meeting? Patrick
Lencioni’s latest book, Death By Meeting, is an engaging leadership fable that defines
what makes meetings engaging (ISBN 0-7879-6805-6). Comparing a movie to a
meeting, he insists the top two reasons meetings are not productive is the lack of drama
and lack of contextual structure.
While a tad less insightful than his previous books (The Five Dysfunctions of a
Team, The Five Temptations of a CEO and The Four Obsessions of an Extraordinary Executive), Lencioni continues to deliver a good, quick read with practical information that any leader can use. His discussion of the four different types of
meetings is worth the price of the book alone. So what are you waiting for? Another dull meeting?

Are You a Victim of Pseudo-Consensus?
Your team has discussed the various options and it
appears there is a general agreement in the room. The team
leader suggests that if no one objects, the team agrees and
you have consensus. Or do you?
Consensus means that everyone lives with the decision
AND supports it upon implementation. By using the “silence
implies agreement” rule, you might have consensus, but then
again, you might not. Some common pitfalls:
Guessed Incorrectly. By listening to the discussion,
reading the body language and making some inferences, the
team leader is making a decision for all to abide by. Unfortunately, the team leader might be wrong and is asking people
to have the courage and visibly object to the decision.
Power Play. Sometimes the team leader is intentionally
pushing the decision through and doesn’t want to hear any
objections. In reality, the team leader may achieve “pseudoconsensus” in the meeting, but will face resistance or sabotage during implementation.
Too Rushed. In the interest of time, the team pushes on
without checking for agreement. Unfortunately, there will
always be time to reemphasize and rework the issue when it
becomes apparent the team is not committed to the decision.
No Voice. Quieter members certainly aren’t going to
voice their opinions and extraverted members may venture a
comment or two without trying to rock the boat. Unless the
team leader is attuned to these subtle nuances, these unvocalized objections indicate a lack of consensus.
Ask Me Later. When the “silence implies agreement”

rule is invoked, people simply reserve the right to object
later. They don’t commit to the decision right then and
there. Instead, they agree that they don’t object RIGHT
NOW.
If your team is a victim of “pseudo-consensus,” take a
moment to go around the room and ask each team member’s opinion. Sarah Sheard, a systems engineering expert,
found two things happen when you poll your teammates:
Build a Better Solution. Those who have reservations
state the reservations, which they might not do if silence
was the only option. Often, their reservations change the
whole direction of the group. Either they think of something no one else has, and thereby add to the quality of the
product, or they have a real problem with it which the
group has to address to ensure buy-in.
Internal Buy-in. If a team member is required to respond to a request for buy-in, they have to make a commitment to the decision internally. If you publicly declare
“yes,” “no,” or “I can live with it.” (You can also use a
quick thumbs up, thumbs down or thumbs sideways for
quick polling). Then you actually decide if your decision is
what you say it is. Otherwise, you might reserve judgment.
A quick poll of the participants can improve the quality
of the decision, ensure all team members are heard and help
them make an internal commitment to the decision.
You can find more articles on Teamwork by Kristin Arnold
at www.ExtraordinaryTeam.com

Quote of the Quarter

TeamQuotables.com

“There are plenty of teams in every sport that have great players and never win titles.
Most of the time, those players aren't willing to sacrifice for the greater good of the team.
The funny thing is, in the end, their unwillingness to sacrifice only makes individual goals more difficult to achieve.
If you think and achieve as a team, the individual accolades will take care of themselves.”
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Michael Jordan, American Basketball Player

